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Abstract
Reality can be distorted in many ways when seen through a questionnaire or an interview. Such distortions may be systematic,
introducing bias. Bias can spoil research by indicating false associations or failing to detect true relationships. It is practically
impossible to eliminate measurement errors totally, but estimating the extent of disagreement and assessing whether the errors
are systematic should be a priority in epidemiological research. The aim of this article is pedagogically oriented. Through
Medline searches and cross-references, 1400 articles were identified, of which 53 were chosen. This review gives an overview
of information bias, focusing on recall period, selective recall, social desirability, interview situation and interviewing tools,
question phrasing, alternative answers and digit preference. We use a problem identification approach and also present some
possible solutions, exemplifying the different topics by research conducted in the fields of HIV-AIDS, nutrition and alcohol abuse.
Methods for measuring bias are presented.

INTRODUCTION
Bias can be defined as “any trend in the collection, analysis,
interpretation, publication, or review of data that can lead to
conclusions that are systematically different from the truth”
(1). Research results can be undermined by bias leading to
false associations or failure to identify true relationships (2).
Random errors tend to cancel out when the number of
observations increases, whereas systematic error or bias does
not (3). It is practically impossible to eliminate measurement
errors totally, but estimating the extent of disagreement
should be a priority in epidemiological research (4).
Epidemiological research involves studying part of the
reality with selection bias as a threat (5). The data collection
may influence responses, introducing information bias. The
research is put into perspective and analysed with risks as
misinterpretations and wrong causations, e.g. due to
confounding (5, 6). The terminology of bias is extensive
with a range of parallel concepts (5). Information bias will
be the focus of this article.
Memory lapses, misinterpretations, simplification, and
modification of answers to make them more socially
desirable can all complicate interpretation and analysis. We
will elucidate these topics with examples from research in
the areas of HIV-AIDS, nutrition and alcohol abuse. We
selected these topics as they illustrate different aspects of

information bias. Some psychological aspects and possible
ways of avoiding or minimising information bias will also be
discussed.

SEARCH STRATEGY AND SELECTION
CRITERIA: ¬
Articles for this review were identified through searches in
PubMed with the following search words: “recall bias”,
“respond bias”, “bias”, “observer variation”, “digit
preference”, “social desirability”, “information bias”,
“attribution bias”, “comprehension bias”, “self-report bias”
and “mental recall”, combined with the medical subjects
headings “alcohol drinking”, “infant nutrition physiology”,
“breast feeding”, “disease transmission, vertical”, “HIV
infections/transmission”. A limited search was conducted in
PsychInfo to complement some psychological aspects.
Approximately 1400 articles were considered on the basis of
abstract, title and content, from which 53 articles were
selected based on their relevance for the review to illustrate
the different aspects of information bias.

TOPICS ASSOCIATED WITH POTENTIAL
ERRORS
In this presentation of information bias, we have focused on
the following areas: recall period, selective recall, social
desirability, interview situation and interviewing tools,
question phrasing, answer alternatives and digit preference
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(table 1).
Figure 1

Table 1: Summary of Different Aspects of Information Bias
due to Self-reporting Focusing on Important Concepts,
Problem Identification and Possible Solutions.

period is the length of time covered by a question and will
overlap with the recall period when the time period covered
includes the present. These periods need careful
consideration in the design of a study.
Recall usually deteriorates with time. A Swiss study that
compared recall of drinking events reported one week
previously with those during the past day showed that onethird of drinking events were not reported after a week (7).
This tendency was rather constant; recall decreased
progressively with increasing time since the drinking event
(8). Sporadic drinkers underreported more than regular
drinkers (7).
In cross-sectional studies, increasing the recall period
decreases the accuracy of recall but may also make the
period more representative. When day-to-day variation is
marked, a prolonged recording period may be required (9,
10), but this may be counteracted by less accurate reporting
owing to fatigue among the participants at the end of a
prolonged recording period (11). Representativeness and
recall accuracy need to be well balanced.
When mothers are asked retrospectively in breastfeeding
studies about breastfeeding duration, the reports become
increasingly inaccurate with increasing time since cessation
(12, 13). Surprisingly, one American study reported the
same mean breastfeeding duration in 40-year recall and
prospective data (14). Mothers who had breastfed their
infants for longer systematically underreported their
breastfeeding duration; while in contrast, those who had
breastfed for a shorter time over-reported the duration.
Mothers with many children reported duration more
accurately than those with fewer children, possibly
indicating that memory was enhanced by multiple similar
experiences. South African studies focusing on exclusive
breastfeeding have indicated that it is difficult to obtain
reliable measures from retrospective recall, and that
prospective one-week frequency recall gives more valid and
representative information (15).

RECALL PERIOD
The period of time over which respondents are required to
remember past events in order to answer a question can be
denoted the “recall period”; e.g. one month when
respondents report behaviour during the last month or
behaviour that took place one month ago. The recording
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Behavioural parts of our daily life such as energy intake
from food consumption can sometimes be difficult to
estimate. One approach to address this challenge has been to
compare reported energy intake through dietary recall with
assessed energy expenditure (16). Different methods using
e.g. doubly-labelled water, urine nitrogen analysis and
assessment of resting metabolic rate and physical activity
can all help in estimating total energy expenditure. With
such strategies, calibration may be possible, adjusting the
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scales (17). Most such studies have revealed roughly 25%
underreporting of energy intake, while obese persons
underreport even more (16). To complicate this still further,
food items that are considered “bad for health”(e.g. fat
containing) were selectively more strongly underreported
than other macronutrients. Underreporting of food intake
varies among individuals (18). A person who underreports
food intake on one occasion is significantly more likely to
underreport it subsequently than a person who does not (19).
Food intake also seems to be more underreported among
adults and adolescents than among children (20).
Sub-optimal recall is particularly problematic if different
groups have different recall periods, which may be the
situation in a case-control study. If the control period
proceeded the case period, the accuracy of recall of the
former will often be lower than that of the latter. In some
circumstances an ambi-directional design can improve the
situation; in which the control period can be both before and
after an event defining the case period. Prospective
measurements must also be analysed with caution because
many study participants modify their behaviour during
observation periods, e.g. reduces food intake. A recall period
of one year will often lead to an interpretation among the
study participants that the researcher is more interested in
major events than a recall period of one week, where minor
events are also likely to be reported (21).

SELECTIVE RECALL
Some events are better recalled than others. You may
memorise the dog that scared you to death two years ago, but
maybe not the one you saw walking in the park yesterday.
An East-African study investigated recall of reasons for
child deaths (22). Easily recognisable clinical pictures such
as kwashiorkor, measles and tetanus were well recalled,
while gastrointestinal symptoms, coughing and nasal flaring
were poorly recalled. A study investigating the reasons for
stopping breastfeeding found that some reasons such as the
mother having to work, inflammation of the breast or death
of child were reliably reported, but others such as
breastfeeding being inconvenient or the child being ill were
not (13, 23).
Retrospective recall inaccuracies are often reported in a way
that increases agreement with current behaviour (24).
Research into sexual behaviour indicates that frequentlyoccurring behaviour seems to be less accurately recalled than
less frequent behaviour (25), whereas in the area of nutrition,
extremes such as “consume daily” and “almost never
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consume” seem to be best preserved (20). Qualitative
information such as the type of food item consumed is in
general more accurate than quantitative information such as
the amount of the item consumed.
Bias and false associations may emerge when different
groups have different recall reliabilities (26). Educated
mothers in Brazil tended to misclassify their breastfeeding
duration upwards (to a longer duration) twice as often as
downwards (12). It has been hypothesised that such
misclassification tends towards the behaviour that was
attempted. In a Malaysian study, mothers were interviewed
twice with a 12-year time gap, and a similar distribution of
reasons for stopping breastfeeding emerged, though the
consistency was fairly low because a high proportion of the
subjects changed their reports. Though, it is important to
keep in mind that inconsistent reporting does not necessarily
mean unreliable reporting. Reporting other factors than
initially can be due to re-evaluation of one’s own actions and
behaviour over time (23). When people are asked to give
reasons, they seem to search backwards in the causal chain
until they discover factors that look familiar to serve as
explanations (26).
Information that contrasts with earlier information is often
better memorised than information that is congruent with
preceding experience (27). Recall bias can also be suspected
when the respondents report that they suspect that a certain
factor is a risk factor (26). Persons who have experienced a
specific outcome are more likely to recall suspected factors.
A tool that can be used to validate reporting is Minnesota
Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI). This scale
investigates the respondents’ prior exposure to “fake” risk
factors. Respondents who over-report these factors are more
likely to over-report true risk factors too, which makes it
possible to adjust for the bias.

SOCIAL DESIRABILITY
Social desirability has been stated to consist of self
deception, “the conscious tendency to see oneself in a
favourable light” and impression management, “the
conscious presentation of a false front, such as deliberatively
falsifying test responses to create a false front” (26). Socially
desirable responding can have three different manifestations:
reporting incorrect information, omitting information or
altering the magnitude of the reported information. This is
often linked to the fear that information will be revealed
publicly. An American study focusing on drug abuse showed
that under-reporters experienced more socio-desirability
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pressure than those who did not under-report (28). Some
study participants over-reported their drug abuse, but this
was associated with memory difficulties. A review
evaluating doctors’ clinical adherence to guidelines indicated
that, in nearly all studies, clinicians overestimated their
adherence (29). Older participants are reported to give more
socially desirable responses than young ones, while income
and socio-economic status are inversely correlated with
socially desirable responding (30). Some research topics
such as sex work are particularly sensitive (31), but even in
food consumption research, social desirability bias is clearly
evident (32, 33). The tendency to seek praise reported in
nutritional research can be classified as social approval bias
and is related to social desirability (33, 34).
Social desirability can be measured using the MarloweCrowne Social Desirability Scale (SDS), in which high
values indicate that respondents are more reluctant to
disclose unpopular beliefs or behaviour (30). This scale
contains 33 strong statements that tempt respondents to deny
statements such as “I have never intensely disliked anyone”,
because few can honestly respond to these questions in a
desirable way. A high score reflects an individual who selfrepresents as acting socially desirably, but we must keep in
mind that the person might also behave accordingly. Thus,
adjusting for SDS can undermine real variance in the data in
addition to removing some of the information bias.
Similarly, a Martin-Larsen Approval Motivation-score can
be used to measure social approval (33).

INTERVIEW SITUATION AND INTERVIEWING
TOOLS
Framing the interview situation to promote openness is
important. A British study investigating drinking habits
found that when the wife of a participant was present at the
interview, the participant reported lower alcohol
consumption than when the wife was absent (35). It has also
been shown that interviewers who are similar to the
participants are more readily able to detect behaviour
patterns than interviewers who are dissimilar. Regular
drinkers identify regular drinkers more precisely, while
abstainers identify abstainers accurately (35). A Japanese
study indicated that age difference between interviewer and
interviewee strongly affected the bias (36). A small age
difference resulted in a strong increase in bias, in contrast to
a difference of many years between the interviewer and the
interviewee. On the other hand, a study of HIV-stigma in
Ghana and Nigeria indicated that a smaller age difference
increased the accuracy of the reporting (31). Health workers
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were reported to be well respected, but some study
participants reported less of the stigmatised behaviour to
their health workers, probably to ’please’ their relationship
with the health worker.
Tools have been developed to improve the validity of data
collected on socially sensitive topics. Audio computerassisted self-interviewing (ACASI) is a software system that
conducts an automated interview with a study participant by
giving instructions on how to report responses. This
technique has been tried in some studies related to sensitive
topics such as HIV-stigma in Kenya (37). ACASI detected
sensitive items substantially better than an ordinary
interview. In such situations, participants have preferred
ACASI over standard interviews. Stigmatised behaviour was
also reported more frequently with an ACASI-situation than
in a face-to-face interview in a clinic for sexually transmitted
diseases (38). Persons who opted to skip questions in the
computer-assisted interview tended to deny stigmatised
behaviour in the face-to-face interview. Older persons were
more sceptical of computer-assisted interview techniques
than younger people (31).
A less technological approach is the randomized response
interview technique (39). Using e.g. a die throw to introduce
a random factor can make responses less vulnerable to
socially desirable responding while making it possible to
control statistically for the random factor. Participants
rolling a specific number on a die not seen by the
interviewer are instructed to give the socially desirable
response regardless of the true answer. Consequently, true
positive responses to less socially desirable questions can be
given without the interviewers being able to know whether
the individual gave them because of the randomisation or
because they were true. The randomized response technique
was also successfully tried in a low-educated setting in
Ethiopia to estimate the incidence of induced abortions,
demonstrating that advanced techniques are not necessarily
culturally or educationally dependent (40).
A Danish study compared the use of questionnaires and
interviews to investigate binge drinking during pregnancy
(41). They concluded that interviews gave a higher detection
rate of binge drinking, a higher proportion providing
information and better consistency. They hypothesised that
many participants made more effort in an interview situation
than in a questionnaire. In contrast, a Japanese study
comparing the same methods of data collection reported
substantial underreporting of habits such as alcohol drinking
and psychological stress in interviews compared to self-
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administered questionnaires (36). Behaviour that is
recognized as risky seemed to be underreported most. In a
Danish study about musculoskeletal and gastrointestinal
symptoms, information obtained through a questionnaire
was compared with a telephone interview (42). Infrequent
symptoms were often not mentioned in the telephone
interview, while the questionnaire was better able to identify
them (table 2).
Figure 2

Table 2: Comparison of Different Data Collecting Methods
in Terms Recall Efforts, Accuracy, Question Understanding
and Socially Desirable Responding

QUESTION PHRASING
We should keep in mind that respondents try to put the
questions into a context, giving answers they perceive as
sufficiently informative for the research (21). Therefore,
even the affiliation of the researchers can influence the
respondents’ reports. Information that is considered obvious
or already known is less likely to be reported. Respondents
also tend to report consistent information in line with what
they have reported to similar questions (43). Phrasing a
question so that it is loaded with prejudice can also bias the
answers. Using a question vignette to underline absence of
prejudices can improve the situation (10).
Questions with alternative answers can give a distribution
different from questions without fixed alternatives (21).
Respondents are less likely to give answers not included in a
fixed list of alternatives and will often revise their
interpretation of the question if they have considered other
alternatives than those suggested. It has been reported that
prompted questions give a higher detection rate with more
true positives than open questions, but also more false
positive answers (22).
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The sequence of the questions may matter (21). Responses to
later questions can be influenced by earlier questions, which
may be seen as a contrasting reference. As an example,
questions about life happiness may be seen in relation to
happiness in marriage or as independent of marriage,
depending on the question structure. Wording can also alter
responses substantially. A group of students were asked
questions about velocity estimation and whether broken
glass was seen in a short film (44). A third of the students
“observed” broken glass, which was not evident, when the
question was phrased “About how fast were the cars going
when they smashed into each other?” In contrast, fewer than
one in six made this “observation” when “contacted” was
chosen instead of “smashed into.” Velocity was also
estimated to be higher when “smashed into” was utilized in
place of “contacted.” The reason is probably that memory
information is a complex mixture of perceptual and external
information.
Different respondents may interpret a question differently
(45). Interestingly, seemingly simple questions elicited very
different interpretations and different responses. Questions
such as “Have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in your
entire life?” were sometimes interpreted as including only
finished cigarettes; sometimes as any cigarettes from which
a puff had been taken, irrespective of inhalation, or only
cigarettes inhaled; only cigarettes, or cigarettes and cigars.
Only half the respondents assumed the same definition.
Asking the question with a definition resulted in a change in
reporting among a proportion of the respondents.
Respondents who were instructed to ask for clarification
when needed, rarely asked for it. Training the interviewers to
recognise uncertainty among the respondents is another
strategy. “Um”, “uh”, long pauses, restarts and repairs can
be signs of uncertainty. It has been reported that this is
difficult, with the interviewers seldom offering to clarify a
question. Making uniform definitions about all questions is
difficult and will often make the interview time-consuming
and bothersome. Putting the research into its context and
recognising that question structure influences how the
respondents report, can reduce some possible causes of
interpretation error (21).

ANSWER ALTERNATIVES
From alcohol consumption studies, the numbers of
alternatives seem to be important (10). Responders who in
reality would fit into the highest–consumption alternative
often tend to decrease their reporting. Having a wider range
of alternative answers than expected can minimise this
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potential bias (10). Questions with few alternatives are more
often skipped, possibly because it is more difficult to find an
alternative that reflects the situation of the participant (42).
Furthermore, participants are in general more reluctant to
report drinking 52 times each year than once a week (46). A
rating scale with low reference alternatives leads to lower
reports than one with higher reference alternatives, probably
because it is expected that the median alternative answer
reflects “average” behaviour (21). Alternatives such as
“sometimes” or “frequently” will be relative to the
respondents’ subjective standards and are the worst option.
Using open questions specifying the measurement unit
without giving fixed alternatives can reduce the likelihood of
influencing the answers.
A rating scale from -5 to 5 can give a respondent the
impression of a bipolar dimension (failure to success) while
a scale from 0 to 10 is interpreted as unipolar (absence of
success to success) (21). This is a challenge for the
researcher, who needs to consider this when discussing the
findings.
When interviewing children, it is important to take age into
consideration. Children around two years old have a
tendency to answer “yes” to most questions regardless of the
true answer (47). With increasing age, this effect decreases.
When children of around 4 to 5 years of age are asked a
question they do not understand, they have a tendency to
answer “no” instead of “I don’t know”. Consequently,
avoiding closed yes/no questions when interviewing young
children can prevent scientific headaches.

studied. There are different strategies to estimate the extent
of disagreement in epidemiological research. It is essential
that bias is quantified, but this should not be performed by
comparing means measured with different methods, or by
correlation analysis (4, 51). An important point when
comparing measurement methods is to ensure that the
methods are independent and the data preferably gathered by
different observers (4).
Bias in categorical data can be detected using a modified
McNemar test to compare matched observations (50, 52).
This test compares discordant observations with concordant
ones. The following example illustrates the use of the
modified McNemar test (Table 3). Observations are coded
into e.g. 4 different categories and are compared with
validation data (observation 2). Numbers with concordant
observations are listed on the diagonal of the matrix in bold
font. Discordant observations are in either the upper-right or
the lower-left corner. This will be evaluated using chi-square
(χ2) with one degree of freedom.
Figure 3

Table 3: Example Illustrating the use of the Modified
McNemar Test

DIGIT PREFERENCE
Respondents often have preferences for rounded and
approximated answers, e.g. 0 and 5 being the last digit, to
which we refer as ‘digit preference’. This trend may be seen
in most areas but has been described in greater detail for
reported measurements of blood pressure (48). The tendency
to report a digit preference number is culturally variable.
Malay mothers were more likely to report rounded answers
than Indian mothers (49).

BIAS AND ESTIMATION OF BIAS
Bias is a systematic error and can be either proportional or
fixed (50). A fixed bias indicates that the difference is
similar in absolute value for high and low measurements,
while proportional bias means that the difference is relative
to the size of the measurement. Proportional bias will be
higher in absolute terms for higher values of the variable
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In the example, the p value of 0.65 indicates that no
significant bias could be found. It is important to highlight
that this test does not guarantee detection of bias even when
present. When the modified McNemar test is statistically
significant, it does not necessarily mean that the bias is
clinically relevant. However, a positive test is a good reason
to read the material through very critical glasses.
As for categorical variables, different forms of factor
analysis can also be used as statistical tools to diagnose bias
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for continuous variables (43). The validity of these methods
has been debated. Regression analysis is one method for
comparing different measurements to look for bias. Ordinary
linear squares regression is not the best choice because the
method assumes that the error is random, which is not the
case when we deal with bias. Least product regression is a
better choice for this purpose, or weighted least products
regression when the spread of values is not constant (50, 53).
This method has been well described (53).

CONCLUSION
Identifying bias is often possible and should be a priority in
epidemiological research. Being prepared from the
beginning to avoid many of the pitfalls is often the best
solution. This preparation includes choosing an appropriate
way to collect the data, looking for strategies to validate the
collected data, selecting a recall period to balance
representativeness with recall accuracy, defining the
questions to be asked and phrasing questions with matching
answer alternatives carefully. For sensitive topics, there may
also be a need to compensate for socially desirable responses
using a scale identifying this pattern. Performing pilot
studies with the aim of comparing different measurements
may be a key step in validation. Searching for disagreement
and bias in comparing with validation data is an important
next step to increase the reliability of epidemiological
research.
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